
Make the most of screen time.

Seesaw opens new ways for students to learn, reflect, and share 

in any instructional setting. Multimodal tools extend hands-on 

learning, provide multiple ways for students to practice, and 

support all students to master grade-level content.

Strategies in this Guide:

Implementation Guide

Integrate Seesaw 
into Instruction

Centers

Independent Practice

Self-Reflection

Social-Emotional Learning



Teachers that integrate Seesaw into their 
centers or stations routine increase agency 
and engagement while ensuring students 
are able to access learning 
experiences in class or at home.

Seesaw Activities for Centers

Make Thinking Visible at Centers

Here’s How

Designate one center or station for Seesaw: Set up devices with the Class app or 
bookmark app.seesaw.me, and display student directions (see next page).

Give a mini-lesson that teaches a standard or skill.

Assign Seesaw Activities that reinforce learning for students to complete during 
centers time, like the ones below.

https://app.seesaw.me/activities/3z1r2z/storytelling-with-drawings
https://app.seesaw.me/activities/4qekxi/literacy-center-fluency-fun
https://app.seesaw.me/activities/k3kzwj/rainbow-name-writing
https://app.seesaw.me/activities/jdmttl/summarize-a-story
https://app.seesaw.me/activities/pp8t7w/show-your-thinking-in-math
https://app.seesaw.me/activities/8eoq6n/math-center-math-manipulatives-mastery
https://app.seesaw.me/activities/b5h14y/playdough-math
https://app.seesaw.me/activities/iud29f/shape-hunt


Open Seesaw and sign In

Click Add Response and 
follow directions

Click the green Check to add 
to your Journal

Click the Activities Tab to find 
today’s Activity



Download the Class app or bookmark app.seesaw.me on all devices.

Give a whole class or small group lesson that teaches a standard or skill. 

Assign a Seesaw Activity that reinforces learning and leverages multimodal 
tools for independent work, like the ones below.

While students complete the Activity, meet with small groups or one-on-one.

Redefine Independent Practice

Seesaw’s multimodal Learning Tools make 
independent practice more accessible, 
engaging, and fun. Students can capture and 
explain hands-on learning or practice 
standards-aligned skills right in Seesaw. 

Here’s How

Seesaw Activities for Independent Practice

Embed Supports 
in Activities:

Video of a lesson
Links to resources

Visual aids

https://app.seesaw.me/activities/pxslov/what-d-you-learn-explain-your-thinking
https://app.seesaw.me/activities/5kx2s1/you-choose-show-what-you-know


Deepen Self-Reflection

Regularly reflecting on learning helps 
students see their growth over time, which 
reinforces a growth mindset. Students 
deepen learning by capturing and 
reflecting on their work in Seesaw.

Here’s How

Seesaw Activity for Self-Reflection

Prompt students to post in Seesaw, whether they complete Seesaw Activities or 
use Learning Tools to capture and extend hands-on assignments. 

Designate time daily, weekly, or monthly for self-reflection, such as the end of 
the week or at the completion of a unit of study. 

Assign Seesaw Activities that prompt students to look back on their learning 
and reflect on their goals, like the one below.

https://app.seesaw.me/activities/llu2n6/reflection-routine


Support Social-Emotional Learning

Creating time for SEL with a quick Seesaw 
Activity each day supports a more positive 
classroom culture, stronger relationships, 
and greater academic achievement.

Here’s How

Seesaw Activities for Social-Emotional Learning

Create Your Own!
Watch our quick

on-demand training 

here.

Create a daily or weekly routine to focus on SEL. Pro tip: Leverage transitions 
like arrival, after recess, between subjects, or before dismissal.

Assign Seesaw Activities that teach or give students opportunities to practice 
SEL skills, like the ones below.

Seesaw Plus and Seesaw for Schools users can click Assign > Schedule to 
assign all SEL Activities for the week at once. Scheduled Activities appear in 
students’ Activity tab on the date and time selected.

https://app.seesaw.me/activities/p1r56q/today-i-m-feeling
https://app.seesaw.me/activities/s5vubq/the-power-of-yet
https://youtu.be/y9gNAl59D2U



